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Published version
Two papers were published in the book from the 2020 conference, and then they were combined in a paper in Transactions in GIS which 
also incorporated the NASADEM and the Copernicus DEM that appeared after the conference papers were published, and restricted the 
discussion to 1” DEMs.

• Peter L. Guth (2020) Using high-resolution lidar point clouds to 
evaluate 1-3 arc second global digital elevation models: in 
Massimiliano Alvioli, Ivan Marchesini, Laura Melelli & Peter 
Guth, eds., Proceedings of the Geomorphometry 2020 
Conference, https://doi:10.30437/GEOMORPHOMETRY2020_31

• Tera Geoffroy and Peter L. Guth (2020) Using high-resolution 
ICESat-2 point clouds to evaluate 1-3 arc second global digital 
elevation models: in Massimiliano Alvioli, Ivan Marchesini, Laura 
Melelli & Peter Guth, eds., Proceedings of the Geomorphometry 
2020 Conference, https://doi:10.30437/GEOMORPHOMETRY2020_29.

• Guth, P. L., & Geoffroy, T. M. (2021). LiDAR point cloud and ICESat-
2 evaluation of 1 second global digital elevation models: 
Copernicus wins. Transactions in GIS, 00, 1–
17. https://doi.org/10.1111/tgis.12825. Paper as submitted in 

January 2021.
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Quasi-Global 1” (aka 30 m DEMs)=DSMs



Visual comparison, 1” DEMs Utah



Visual comparison, 1” DEMs Utah



Final Test areas



Two 1” pixels in Hawaii
1500 to 10,000 lidar returns per pixel

• Lidar provides “ground truth” for what sensor saw to create 1” DEM
• Extract returns in each 1” pixel, and determine top and bottom of “canopy”, 

which includes effects of sloping ground and vegetation canopy
• Actual analyses had 30,000 to 700,000 pixels in each test area



One 1”x1” pixel, 4300 lidar returns

• Vegetation top of ridge to ground in valley



Bled, Slovenia

ALOS has ½ 
pixel offset



Copernicus within lidar canopy
SRTM and NASA very similar 
ASTER consistently worst



Normalize lidar “canopy” from 0 to 1
Copernicus in point cloud, near middle



Landcover: DEMs near bottom “canopy” in open terrain



Slope categories, Canyon Mountains



Visual comparison, 1” DEMs Utah



1” DEMs Concluding thoughts

• None of the test samples are low relief

• Copernicus clearly best

• NASADEM very similar to SRTM

• ASTER clearly inferior to other 4

• Mostly within the “canopy” defined by the lidar 
point cloud, and thus intermediate between DSM 
and DTM

• What elevation do we want to represent a 1” or 3” 
DEM cell (min, max, median, mean, center-most)?

• We can use first, ground, or all returns




